
April 2015 – Throttle Body 

Since I am not a Jaguar serviceman, I was hesitant to replace the throttle body.  

About a year ago, the Jag had started to stumble while idling so I figured either the 

TPS or throttle motor was going bad.  The car never died, just dropped a few rpms 

and recovered.  To be “safe”, I ordered a replacement throttle body listed for and 

XJ8 2003-2006 or S-Type Jaguar ($253 on ebay).  I had planned to wait until I had 

some time off in May; however, the Jag had other ideas.  While heading to the 

store, I had only gotten a couple blocks when the engine died and did not want to 

restart.  I waited a few seconds and it did restart with error code P012100 “TPS 

range error”.  Bummer.  The car was in “limp” mode and I was able to idle the car 

back to the garage.  

I pulled of the air intake and disconnected the two electrical connections.  Then I 

removed the coolant tube on the left side of the throttle body (circled).  

Unfortunately, the engine was still hot so coolant sprayed everywhere.  Note to 

self: Let the engine cool down before disconnecting any coolant lines! There was a 

small delay while I cleaned up the leaked coolant. 

 

There are only four bolts holding the throttle body on, two on top (circled below) 

and two on the bottom.  The two on the bottom are a little harder to reach, but not a 

problem.  I made the mistake of completely removing all four bolts and luckily I 

did not drop any of them.  It is actually best if the bolts are not completely 

removed as the gasket actually will hold the bolts in place (see below). 
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Once the throttle body is loosened, the second coolant hose can be reached.  Good 

news, the engine was cool by now.  

 

Now the throttle body can be removed from the engine.  Notice the bolt holes on 

the gasket.  These “retaining” holes will hold the bolts when the body is removed 

and better yet, they are on the new gasket so they will hold all four bolts in place 

when installing the new throttle body.    

 

Here’s the new throttle body with the new gasket and bolts installed.  The lower 

coolant was reconnected before aligning the body and finger starting the bolts.   
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Finally, the bolts were tightened to 10 Nm, the intake tubing was reconnected, 

electrical connections were reconnected, and the lost coolant was replaced. 

 

The entire process was less than ten minutes (excluding the time it took to clean up 

the leaked coolant). 

I started the car and OH NO! I had an error code.  Oops, I forgot to clear the old 

error code.  Cleared the code, let the car idle in the garage for few minutes to make 

sure nothing was leaking, no new error codes, and the coolant level was back to 

normal.  The road test revealed no problems and the stumbling during idle was 

gone.  


